Clinical color-vision tests are evaluated within the framework of a model of chromatic discrimination in terms of cone excitation. The motivation for this study was to derive a method for evaluation of test design, test sensitivity, and observer performance. The discrimination model is based on the assumption that chromatic discrimination is mediated in two independent channels, one for short-wavelength cones and one for long-and middle-wavelength cones. Luminance-dependent templates are derived for each channel, and they describe chromatic-discrimination behavior of the young color-normal observer. The templates incorporate receptorand opponent-level gain controls. We show how the chromaticities of clinical tests can be calculated in coneexcitation units and how discrimination behavior on the tests can be plotted on the templates. The tests include the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue, the Farnsworth Panel D-15, the Farnsworth Panel D-15 desaturated, the American Optical Hardy-Rand-Rittler, the Farnsworth F2 plate, the Standard Pseudoisochromatic Plates, Part II, the Ishihara, and the Minimalist tests. Clinical-test data collected on young color-normal observers at different illumination levels show the validity of the techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Clinical tests evaluate color discrimination in the clinical population. Clinical tests are optimized for rapidity and ease of both administration and performance. The majority of these tests use colored papers. Most screening tests are designed on either practical (e.g., Ishihara) or theoretical [e.g., American Optical Hardy-Rand-Rittler test (AO HRR) plates] grounds to detect congenital colorvision defects. Arrangement tests that sample the entire color circle are used for both congenital and acquired color-vision defects. There have been few links connecting performance on clinical tests with chromaticdiscriminative ability. A notable exception was Lakowski' s' early work, which expressed clinical-test data in the CIE u,v Uniform Color Space. This approach was also exploited to calculate discrimination loss for arrangement tests." 3 Our approach emphasizes the use of a cone-excitation space and the evaluation of chromatic discrimination within such a space.
The rationale for our approach is that the majority of acquired color defects seen by clinicians arise from retinal or optic-nerve disorders. Physiological studies in the macaque indicate that at the retinal ganglion and lateral geniculate levels, chromatic processing is organized in the parvocellular processing stream. 4 
'
5 Two major classes of cells show discrimination on two independent cardinal axes. 6 The macaque and human cardinal axes are closely similar 7 and are consistent with chromaticity discrimination expressed in cone-excitation units. We might expect retinal disorders to show deterioration of discrimination along cone axes and optic-nerve disorders to show deterioration of chromatic discrimination along cardinal axes. Our thesis is that expression of clinical color-vision tests within cone-excitation space can permit evaluation of clinical-test performance in comparison with discrimination templates derived for color-normal observers.
The purpose of this paper is to describe how to express clinical color tests within a cone-excitation space and how to implement a model of chromatic discrimination based on this space. We have previously discussed the principles involved in expressing tests in such a format. 8 9 We have also described how discrimination data from arrangement tests can be related to chromatic-discrimination data.' 0 "' However, these efforts were limited because the illumination levels used for the clinical tests differed from those used to assess chromatic discrimination. In this paper we introduce equations to model chromatic discrimination as a function of chromaticity and retinal illumination. These permit us to introduce discrimination templates on which clinical-test chromaticities may be plotted at any illumination level. To evaluate the validity of our approach, we have compared the results with the behavior of young color-normal observers tested as a function of test illumination. 12-14
Templates for Chromatic Discrimination
There is a wealth of data on chromatic discrimination of color-normal observers (see, e.g., Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] , including data collected for a range of illuminance levels. ' 7 122 An important advance in understanding chromaticity discrimination was the recognition that the data can be understood as reflecting signals in two primarily independent cardinal axes of color space. 8 23 These axes include the short-wavelength-sensitive-(SWS-) cone discrimination axis along which discrimination is mediated by. a chromatic channel processing SWS-cone signals and a LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone axis along which discrimination is mediated by a chromatic channel in which information is conveyed by differences between long-wavelengthsensitive-(LWS-) and middle-wavelength-sensitive-(MWS-) cone signals.
The first step was to choose a set of laboratory-measured 0740-3232/93/081773-12$06.00 © 1993 Optical Society of America discrimination data from which to derive discrimination templates. Despite the fact that a large body of discrimination data can be described by variation on cardinal axes, 7 8 2 2 there is considerable variability in the size of the discrimination steps. This result probably reflects the variation in methodology. Yeh's data 2 ' gave steps intermediate between the standard-deviation method' 7 and the color-identification method.' 8 Two considerations led us to use Yeh's data as our base. First, preliminary analysis'"'" indicated that Yeh (1) where AS is the discrimination step and Sth is the absolute SWS-cone threshold. [1 + IR(L + M)] is a luminance control signal, SA is the S cone trolands at the adapting chromaticity, and G(IS -SAI) is an opponent gain control. The gain of the opponent signal is
The brackets in Eq. (1) indicate the three terms that determine the shape and position of the templates. According to this equation, chromatic discrimination in the SWS-cone pathway is regulated by four variables. The first is a threshold for chromatic discrimination, the second is a luminance gain control, the third is the adapting chromaticity SA, and the fourth is an opponent gain control.
For LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone-mediated discriminations we used the equation
where the gain of the opponent signal is
control LR, the third is the adapting chromaticity LA, and the fourth is an opponent gain control LoPP) dependent on the difference of the starting chromaticity from the adaptation chromaticity. Figure 1 shows discrimination templates obtained at six retinal illuminations, calculated to be equivalent to the range from 0.1 to 63 lux (lx) for a 0.2-luminance-factor gray sample (see next section). For these calculations we assumed that the adapting chromaticity was standard Illuminant C, the illuminant recommended for use with clinical color-vision tests. Figure 1(a) shows the templates calculated by use of Eq. (1) for a wavelength range of 400-630 nm. The parameters Sth, SR, and Sopp for the templates were found by fitting the average data of Yeh et al. 2 2 to Eq. (1). We refer to these as the S templates. chromaticity-discrimination threshold, LR is the receptor gain term, LA is L cone trolands at the adapting chromaticity, and Lopp is an opponent gain term regulating the size of the opponent signal. The terms Imax and mmax are the maximal sensitivities of the Smith-Pokorny 2 4 LWSand MWS-cone fundamentals. The brackets in Eq. (2) segregate the terms that determine the shape and position of the templates. According to Eq. (2), chromatic discrimination in the LWS/(LWS + MWS) pathway is regulated by four variables. The first is a threshold for chromatic discrimination, the second is a receptor gain The sets of templates in Fig. 1 show that, for chromatic discrimination, the luminance-dependent S templates level at higher luminances than the L template. Thus, with a reduction in illuminance, we expect to see deterioration in SWS-cone-mediated discriminations before we see deterioration in LWS/(LWS + MWS)-mediated discriminations.
Calculation of Chromaticity and Chromaticity Differences in Cone Trolands for the Tests
Calculation of pigment colors in cone-excitation space requires knowledge of the x, y chromaticity coordinates and the luminance factor Y of the caps. The x, y chromaticity coordinates are used to calculate the L, M, and S cone trolands as detailed in Appendix A. The luminance factor (relative reflectance for an equalenergy white sample) Y is used in converting between illuminance and retinal illuminance (lux to trolands), as shown in the equation
where L, is the luminance in candelas per square meter (cd/m 2 ), E, is the illuminance in lux, and A is the pupil area. Since artificial pupils are rarely used in clinical color testing, it is necessary to estimate pupil size to calculate the approximate retinal illuminance. Such data are given by LeGrand, 2 5 who also takes into account the decrease in luminous efficiency resulting from the StilesCrawford effect for larger pupil sizes. For The general strategy is to compute L and S cone trolands for the chromaticities of the test and the troland value (the sum of L and M cone trolands) appropriate for the test and the illuminance level as in Table 1 . Values for AS and AL depend on the design of the test. For example, in a pseudoisochromatic test, a figure composed of one group of chromaticities appears in a surround of another group of chromaticities. The task is to read the figure. Since for many tests there may be four or more chromaticities involved (slightly varying luminance factors and chromaticities) for both the figure and the background, it may be convenient to select the average or median chromaticity for both the figure and the background. Then we calculate the distance from the chromaticity of the figure to its background in cone trolands, AS, and AL and plot these values as a function of the background excitation in S and L cone trolands, respectively. The data are compared with the appropriate discrimination template of Fig. 1 . The templates divide the discrimination space into an upper area (above threshold), where a given chromaticity difference should be seen, and a lower area (below threshold), where a given chromaticity difference should not be seen.
Pigment colors are obtained by reflectance. A change in illumination will scale the computed chromaticity differences. In a plot of chromaticity difference versus luminance level, the chromaticity differences will fall along a 45-deg line. 8 Thus, as the template curve levels toward threshold, the chromaticity difference between figure and background that is above the linear portion of the template at high illuminance eventually will fall below the template as illumination is reduced. A way of validating our approach is to compute the illuminance at which the chromaticity difference will fall below the template. This calculation may be compared with data collected on colornormal observers at different illuminations. We have previously reported test performance assessed at six illumination levels from 0.1 to 63 lx'2-' 4 in color-normal observers in our laboratory. The calculations of Table 1 and Fig. 1 are for these illumination levels.
Arrangement Tests

Farnsworth-Munsell 100-Hue
The FM 100-hue 2 6 presents 85 colored Munsell caps representing the complete hue circle, separated among four boxes. Each cap is numbered on its reverse side in the correct order. Errors occur when caps are misplaced and are counted as the difference between cap numbers -2. The test is presented one box at a time. As a result, errors can be made among colored caps (discrimination errors) but not across the hue circle (confusion errors).
The smallest possible error on the FM 100-hue is a onecap inversion. This is the typical error occasionally made by observers with superior discrimination. Such an inversion means that a two-cap displacement occurred (e.g., when an observer inverts caps 16 and 17, thi 17 are adjacent, as are caps 16 and 18). We AS and AL magnitudes associated with tw( ments (one-cap inversions) for the regiol parallel to the SWS-and LWS/(LWS + MV respectively.
For the SWS-cone axis the cap ranges c 85-09 and 43-52.1o Figure 2 tions predict that an observer may start tritan errors at 6.5-25 lx and show a defin error pattern at 1.6 lx.
For the LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone axis the cap ranges of interest are 12-22 and 54-64.1o The calculated AL Td for two-cap displacements for. these caps are shown in Fig. 2(b) , with the predictions replotted from Fig. 1 major errors lie -0.5 log unit above the S template, straddle the S template at 1.6 lx, and fall below it at 0.4 lx. The calculated AS for cap pair 2-3 is below the S template at 63 lx. The occasional inversion of caps 2 and 3 occurs in color-normal observers at high-illuminance levels. 29 The other minor errors fall below the S template by 1.6 lx. Major confusions for the LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone axis include cap pairs 3-13, 4-12, and 5-11. The calculated AL's for major errors for the D-15d lie well above the L template at 1.6 lx and well below the L template at 0.1 lx. These data predict that normal observers would start to make tritan errors at 25 lx, with major tritan errors at retinalilluminance levels by 1.6 lx. Smith et al. 3 showed that 50% of young observers developed major tritan errors at 6 .3 lx and that 80% did so at 1.6 lx, with a combined axis at 0.4 lx.
The D-15 has a higher luminance factor (Y = 0.591) than the D-15, giving higher computed troland levels and permitting a slightly higher adaptation level. This factor is offset by the lower chroma. Errors on the D-15d occurred at a lower luminance level than did errors on the D-15 by -0.5 log unit.' 3 
Lanthony New Color Test
The NCT' 0 presents four boxes with 16 colored Munsell caps of fixed value but of varying chroma. The caps span the color circle. There are a similar number of gray caps of varying value. The caps are lettered on their reverse sides by their Munsell hue (in French).
For the NCT, the caps lying closest to confusion errors vary with the box. Box 8 caps have the highest chroma For box 2, major confusion errors on the SWS-cone axis include cap pairs VP-BP and J-PR; minor errors include pairs V-B, JR-R, and R-RJ. The distance between caps VB and BV lies below the S template at 63 lx; inversion of these caps occurs in color-normal observers at highilluminance levels and is not considered an error. Major errors lie -0.6 log unit above the S template, and minor errors lie -0.3 log unit above it. Minor errors are below the S template by 6.3 lx, and major errors are below it by 1.6 lx. Major confusion errors on the LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone axis for box 2 include cap pairs BV-P and V-PR. The calculated AL's are well above the L template above the 1.6-lx level, approach the L template at 0.4 lx, and fall below it at 0.1 lx. These results are comparable with the younger-observer data reported by Smith et al., ' 3 who noted that minor errors occurred at 6.3-63 lx, with tritan errors at 1.6 lx and anarchic errors at 0.4 lx.
Calculations and data for NCT boxes 2 and 4 are similar to those for the D-15d and D-15, respectively. The slight advantage conferred by the higher luminance factor of the D-15d compared with NCT box 2 is also evident in the data of Smith et al.3 At matched lux levels more errors occurred on NCT box 2 than on the D-15d. For NCT box 8, anarchic errors were not seen. Scotopic errors occurred at 0.1 lx, and no red-green confusions were made at higher levels. The development of anarchic errors suggests that the calculated cap differences for the lower saturation tests fall below the rod-discrimination template.
Screening Tests
The studies of van Everdingen et al. 2 4 Farnsworth F 2 Plate The F 2 plate 2 9 has a background of Munsell purple dots and two figures, one forming a square outline of Munsell green dots and a second one of Munsell blue dots. Two slightly different luminance factors are used for the background and for both figure dots. The color-normal observer sees both squares, with the green square appearing more distinct. A tritan observer sees only the blue square, or he or she sees the blue square as more distinct. An observer with an X-chromosome-linked color defect usually sees only the green square. The test design as specified in a paper by Kalmus 3 2 is excellent; the green figure (hue 2.5GY) and the background (hue 5P) lie on a tritan confusion line; the blue figure (hue 7.5PB) and the background lie on a LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone confusion line. Lakowski,' however, noted considerable deviation of his F 2 plate from the optimal design. We checked our copy of the plate (supplied by the U.S. Naval Submarine Laboratory) and found less deviation than did Lakowski. Nonetheless our estimated hues for the purple background (hue 2.5P) and the blue square (hue 5PB) did not precisely correspond to the design hues.
We calculated the L and S cone trolands for our plate (hues as above). At 63 lx, for the green square the AS is -1.2 log units above the S template, and for the blue square the AS is -0.1 below the S template. The green square touches the S template at 0.4 lx. The AL is -0.75 log unit above the L template at 63 lx for the blue square and -0.2 above the L template for the green square. The blue square approaches the L template at 1 .95 lx and falls below it at 0.4 lx.
Van Everdingen et al. ' 2 noted that, with reduction in illumination, color-normal observers do not make a tritan error. They continue to read both figures with the green as more distinct until 0.4 lx. Below this level at 0.1 lx only the green square was seen, and it was seen as darker than the background. Thus, although according to our templates discrimination deteriorates more rapidly for the SWS-cone mechanism than for the LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone mechanism, the green square lies higher above the S template (1.2 log unit) than the blue square lies above the L template (0.75 log unit). As illumination is reduced the squares fall below their respective templates at approximately the same illuminance. The reversal in brightness at 0.1 lx suggests the activity of a rod mechanism.' 2 It is also noted that, for our plate, the green square lies just above threshold on the L template. Thus it is not surprising that many tritan observers read the green square. 3 3 Sometimes this behavior has been attributed to preservation of SWS-cone function in tritan observers or to variation in macular pigment. Our analysis suggests that some tritan individuals with good red-green chromatic discrimination might detect the green square on the basis of the LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone information in the plate.
AO Hardy-Rand-Rittler
The AO HRR 3 4 presents colored Munsell dots forming a symbol on a gray background.
The colored dots are of varying size and include three luminance-factor levels (median 0.3); the background has four luminance-factor levels. The test was designed so that the colored symbols lie on theoretical confusion axes of protan, dutan, and tritan observers. There are also plates for the theoretical tetartan disorder. The plates include a screening series of low-saturation colors and a diagnostic series, called mild, medium, and strong, of colors of increasing saturation. Lakowskil confirmed that the colors lie near but not on confusion axes. The plates for protan defect in particular deviated from the expected protan axis. The plates do show a graded saturation change. Van Everdingen et al. 2 reported that observers made both blue-yellow and redgreen errors as illumination was reduced, with a higher error rate for the blue-yellow plates. All plates were read above 25 lx; errors in the screening plates were first made at 1.6 lx.
We calculated AS and AL values for the median dot of the trio by using the nominal 0.3 luminance factor for the gray and compared the values with the templates. For the blue-yellow plates, we found that all the plates were above the S template for illuminances above 6.3 lx. The screening series crossed the S template at 1.6 lx and the medium plates did so at 0.4 lx, and all plates were below the S template at 0.1 lx.
The red-green plates lay above the L template at 63 lx. One screening plate first crossed the L template at 1.6 lx; the rest did so at 0.4 lx. The mild diagnostic plates were below the L template at 0.1 lx, but the medium and strong plates remained above the L template even at 0.1 lx. These calculations are in agreement with the behavior of observers in the study of van Everdingen et al. ' 2 in predicting that plates should be read above 1.6 lx and that more errors should occur in the blue-yellow series.
The blue-yellow series also contained LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone information. The tetartan plates, as might be expected, lay well above the L template even at 0.1 lx.
Of the tritan plates, only one (plate 19) lay below the L template, four lay just above it, and one (plate 20) was -0.5 log unit above the template at 63 lx. The finding of substantial LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone excitation in the tritan plates is similar to the finding for the F 2 plate. Many congenital tritan observers will pass one or more of the AO HRR tritan plates. 33 The red-green series also contains SWS-cone information, since the protan and deutan confusion lines are lines of constant MWS/SWS-and LWS/SWS-cone excitation, respectively. The SWS-cone excitation is greater for the deutan plates, which fall better on a deutan confusion line than do the protan plates on a protan confusion line. Additionally, the luminance information in the plates increases with saturation. As a result, the high-saturation plates are often read by patients with acquired colorvision defects. 33 
Standard Pseudoisochromatic Plates, Part II
The Standard Pseudoisochromatic Plates, Part II,36 was designed specifically for acquired color-vision defects, with particular emphasis on plates for acquired blueyellow defect. The luminance factors of figure and background are close, and their chromaticities (Munsell colors) are chosen to lie on cardinal axes to permit detection of acquired blue-yellow defects (eleven numerals on nine plates) and acquired red-green defects (five numerals on five plates); there are two plates with a scotopic numeral.
The plates present numerals on a differently colored background, the colors being chosen from the D-15. The test design incorporated two different luminance factors (nominally 0.3 and 0.2) for both numeral and background. As shown by Lakowski, 3 ' the obtained luminance factors and chromaticities differed slightly from the prototypes.
Furthermore, the obtained color differences varied.
Plate 2, numeral 2, has a very low color difference compared with the background 3 ' and is misread by many normal subjects. 37 ' 38 Van Everdingen et al. 2 showed that all plates were read at 25 and 63 lx, except that two observers missed plate 2, numeral 2. Errors in blue-yellow plates increased with reduction in luminance, and no numerals were read at 0.1 lx. The two scotopic numerals were read at and above 0.4 lx. Mistakes were made in red-green plates at the lower luminances but with a lower error rate than for blue-yellow plates.
We calculated the values of AS and AL for plate 3 and compared them with L and S templates calculated for a luminance factor of 0.2. At 65 lx, numeral 2 on plate 3 straddles the S template, whereas numeral 4 of this plate lies -0.65 log unit above the S template. Numeral 2 falls below the S template at 25 lx, and numeral 4 does so at 1.6 lx. The AL values are below the L template for numeral 2 and straddle the L template for numeral 4. We expect numeral 2 to be read only at high illuminance.
The observers in the study of van Everdingen et al.12 could read numeral 2 of plate 3 at sufficiently high luminance. However, these observers were mostly laboratory personnel who were perhaps more observant than are individuals selected from the population at large. The poor performance in the general population is not well predicted by the AS values, although this numeral has one of the smallest AS values encountered among the plates. One difficulty with the plate is that the second numeral (a 4) is 0.65 log unit above the S template and lies in the center of the plate intertwined with the numeral 2. The initial vertical stroke of the 4 crosses the horizontal stroke of the 2. Plate 3 is the only plate with an intertwined design. Usually, observers who read the numeral 2 first notice some color variation in the background and then trace out the numeral manually. Thus there are legibility problems in plate 3 that may contribute to poor performance on numeral 2 of the plate.
Ishihara
A typical Ishihara transformation plate has a figure of orange and pink dots on a background of greenish dots. 2 9 Both sets of dots vary in saturation and luminance factor. The color-normal observer easily reads the orange numeral. The observer with an X-linked color defect usually reads a different numeral-one in which the figure is composed of low-saturation (pink and bluish-green) dots on a background of higher saturation (orange and yellowish-green) dots. Lakowski' pointed out that this represents a clever rotation in color space of the dots constituting figure and background that we would describe as a change from an LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone-excitation axis (normal reading) to an SWS-cone-excitation axis (X-linked-color-defective reading). We calculated the average AL for the normal figure and background and found that it lies -1.5 log units above the L template at 63 lx. In comparison, the average AS for the rotated figure and background lies -0.5 log unit above the S template at 63 lx. This difference, of course, is easily readable. The behavior of the color-normal observer presumably reflects the greater salience of the red-green difference compared with the SWS-cone-excitation difference. We would expect that any observer with a specific red-green loss of >1 log unit would be able to read the transformed figure. This behavior is reported for 95% of observers with congenital red-green-color-vision deficiencies for observers with pigmentfarbenamblyopia, and occasionally for patients with cone degenerations.' 5 
Minimalist
The Minimalist is a screening test that uses Munsell colors. 39 The test includes a protan (hue 5BG), a deutan (hue 5RP), and a tritan (hue 2.5P) series, with five to seven caps of varying chroma level but all with fixed value 5. There is also a series of gray caps of value 4-6. The tester arranges several gray caps with one colored cap and asks the patient to choose the colored cap. The procedure is repeated for each series to find the chroma level for which a colored cap is correctly selected. We calculated the values of AS and AL for the test and compared them with S and L templates calculated for a luminance factor of 0.2. For the tritan series [ Fig. 3(a) ] the AS values of the caps lies from 0.4 to 1.2 log units above the S template at 63 lx. The tritan series caps have very little differential LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone information. Only the highest chroma cap lies above threshold on the L template. The test is therefore excellent for detection of SWS-cone discrimination loss. With reduction in illumination the caps remain above the S template at 25 lx and approach the template at 6.3 lx. They straddle the S template at 1.6 lx, and all but the most saturated are below the S template at 0.4 lx. The protan and deutan series have substantial LWS/ (LWS + MWS)-and SWS-cone information. The caps lie -0.5 to 1.6 log units above the L template at 63 lx, and the deutan series spans a slightly greater range than does the protan series. For the deutan series [ Fig. 3(b) ], the lowchroma caps approach the L template at 1.6 lx and the high-chroma caps approach the L template at 0.1 lx.
With reduction in illumination we predict that observers will first make low-chroma tritan errors at 6.3 lx. By 0.4 and 0.1 lx virtually no tritan caps should be correctly selected. In comparison, the low-chroma protan and deutan caps should be failed only at 0.4 lx, and the highchroma caps should remain visible even at 0.1 lx. This expectation agrees with the test data reported by Kudo et al.' 4 
Discussion
The discrimination templates were based on Yeh's 22 chromatic-discrimination data. This choice was an empirical one. At the start of our project we found that FM 100-hue-test performance of Yeh's observers was indeed correlated with their chromaticity thresholds. We therefore used Yeh's data to develop the theoretical templates. In general the predictions based on the comparisons with the theoretical templates were in agreement with the data reported by van These data were collected by use of laboratory observers, most of whom were highly motivated and had excellent chromatic discrimination.
The templates can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of new tests. It has been a common practice to evaluate the chromaticities of tests by checking whether the chromaticities lie on appropriate lines in color space. 2 6 The templates permit us to evaluate both the chromaticity and the sensitivity of the tests. If a computed difference lies on the template, we predict that the test will be sensitive but not specific. If a computed difference lies well above the template, the test will be less sensitive for screening but highly specific. Such a test would best be used for severe color-vision defects. We can also judge how specific a test will be for acquired tritan-versus-red-green loss. For example, the AO HRR did not fare well in our analysis because some of the tritan plates had values of AL above the L template.
A second area for which the templates may prove useful is in the evaluation of test performance by a given observer. If an observer fails a test whose computed difference lies 1 log unit above the template, we can say that the observer exhibits at least a 1-log-unit loss in chromatic sensitivity. Failure, of course, can establish only a lower bound of discrimination loss. Conversely, if an observer passes a test, we can establish an upper bound for discrimination loss. We hope that future developments will include development of scoring techniques that will express test results in terms of sensitivity loss. where z' is given by (1 -x' -y') and the total retinal illuminance is the sum of L and M cone trolands. In all the equations given below, L, M, and S refer to cone trolands as in Eqs. (A3) and (A4).
Derivation of Cone-Discrimination Templates
We work within the framework of a detection model that has been developed to incorporate the results of various increment threshold studies. 42 47 Some of the more important features of these models include spatial and temporal filters, multiplicative and subtractive gain controls, and receptor saturation. Since chromaticity discriminations and pigment tests are usually measured for large-field steady-state conditions at moderate photopic illuminances, our task is simplified. We do not incorporate such factors as spatiotemporal filters and photoreceptor saturation. Our model does include multiplicative gain controls and opponent sites.
To describe multiplicative gain control we use an equation that is widely applied in the literature 47 :
where I is cone trolands and Io (or 1/IR) is a gain constant (at this retinal illuminance, threshold is raised twofold). The gain control has the property that, at low cone excitation, the gain is unity; at high cone excitation the gain reduces the cone signal. For an increment theshold task as a function of retinal illuminance, the output at adaptation level I after the gain control is given by
where K is an arbitrary constant and G(I) is the multiplicative gain control. Similarly, the output at the discrimination step Al for criterion 8 can be written as
Two key assumptions are that (1) the outputs of 0 and (O + 6) are in the linear part of the signal-response curve,
i.e., below photoreceptor saturation, and (2) G(I) is not changed at the threshold criterion . Then, after subtraction, one solves for AI:
where Ith, given by /K, is the absolute threshold and the brackets on the rightmost side of the equation separate the major terms defining the shape of the template. Equation (A7) describes a typical increment threshold template, which on a log-log axis shows an initial horizontal portion (AI = Ith) followed by a transition near IR to a line of unity slope (AI = I).
Assumptions
In the development below we make the following assumptions:
Use of the Boynton-Kambe cone troland space.
The model follows the Boynton-Kambe development' 8 that discrimination signals are generated in two independent channels, one signaling SWS-cone excitations and one signaling LWS-and MWS-cone excitations. Measurement of chromatic discrimination in the equiluminant plane at a fixed retinal illuminance is equivalent to measurement of a cone increment (or decrement) that is AS, AL from a starting chromaticity and S, L in cone trolands.
2. Use of the multiplicative gain control. The starting point is linear transduction in the cone photoreceptors. This receptor output becomes the input to the second process, which contains a multiplicative gain mechanism, as defined above. For LWS/(LWS + MWS) discriminations we assume that the gain constants LR and MR are equivalent. After receptor gain control, the signals enter a subtractive opponent process in which they are compared with the signal at the adapting chromaticity. This opponent signal carries its own multiplicative gain mechanism.
3. Chromatic adaptation. When opponency is involved, discrimination is best at the adapting chromaticity. In a white surround, chromatic discrimination in the equiluminant plane acts as if the LWS-and MWS-cone gains are set by the adapting white chromaticity, not by the starting chromaticities of the lights. 4 8 SWS-cone discriminations also show opponency with adaptation to the SWS-cone excitation of the surround.
Without a surround, the discriminations mediated by LWS and MWS cones still reflect adaptation to a neutral white.
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For SWS-cone discriminations, some observers appear to be adapted to the starting chromaticity and may show no SWS-cone opponency. Others show opponency relative to a neutral white. 49 Clinical color-vision tests are usually performed under light-adapted conditions with the use of Illuminant C, which bathes the walls and table of the testing booth. We therefore judged that, in clinical testing, observers might show chromatic adaptation near standard Illuminant C.
Notation
1. S, M, L refer to the cone trolands at the starting chromaticity, and AS, AM, AL refer to the increment at the discrimination criterion 8. The values lmax and mmax refer to the peak sensitivities of the Smith-Pokorny 2 4 LWS and MWS fundamentals.
2. Multiplicative gain controls follow the form of Eq. (A5). As in Eq. (A7), we use brackets to separate the terms that define the shape of the templates, i.e., thresholds, receptor gains, and opponent gains.
3. Gain constants that operate on the receptor outputs before opponency are subscripted R. Gain constants that operate on the opponent outputs are subscripted opp. 4 The subscript A refers to the adapting chromaticity. For Yeh's study of chromatic discrimination we estimated A to be near equal-energy white.
SWS-Cone Discrimination
The model follows the Boynton-Kambe development' 8 that measurement of SWS-cone chromatic discrimination is equivalent to measurement of an S cone troland increment from a starting chromaticity S in S cone trolands. The SWS-cone signals are subject to an SWS-cone gain control. For an SWS-cone pathway, the multiplicative gain control equation is (AS) where S is the S cone trolands at the starting chromaticity and SR is the gain constant, the S cone trolands at which threshold is raised twofold. Using Eqs. (A6) and (A7), we derive AS:
G(S) = V(1 + SRS),
where Sth is the absolute threshold for SWS cones. This equation is algebraically equivalent to that of Boynton and Kambe.' 8 The data of Yeh et al. 2 2 for SWS-cone discrimination included luminances varying from 2.9 to 290 Td. There was an increase in SWS-cone threshold for low-SWS-coneexcitation stimuli (e.g., yellow) as luminance was raised, but the thresholds converged at high SWS-cone excitations. Thus the data were described by a set of luminancedependent cone increment threshold functions displaced on the diagonal. Yeh et al. 2 2 noted that Eq. (A9) could describe the data, provided that both Sth and So are scaled by a factor that is dependent on the luminance level. Nagy et al. 2 3 made a related observation in their analysis of the Brown-MacAdam data.' 7 The analysis suggested that a luminance signal from other cone types reduces the SWS-cone response before a multiplicative SWS-cone gain control 22 :
where f(L + M) is a function of luminance and the other terms are as defined above. The solution for
where IR is the gain constant. 2 2 The reciprocal of Eq. (7),
, has the form of a gain equation,
. We suggest that some portion of the gain signal from the LWS and MWS cones regulates SWS-cone sensitivity: ) where IR is the luminance gain constant and SR is the S cone troland gain constant. Equations (A12) and (A12') produce luminance-dependent SWS-cone increment , that set the luminance-dependent position on the horizontal axis at which the template will be twofold above its horizontal intercept. As luminance is increased, the template is displaced on a 45-deg line. Equation (A12) can describe dark-adapted data for some but not all observers. In our laboratory five of twelve observers including two of Yeh's five observers showed a AS versus S discrimination function that was not monotonic. There was a minimum near the S cone trolands of the white point for a given luminance level. The data were collected for two rather different stimulus conditions and with differing psychophysical methodology. 2 2 4 9 The minimum in a AS-versus-S function at the white point is indicative of activation of an opponent site. Surrounds permit a more potent activation of SWS-cone opponency. 4 9 ' 5 0 A more general equation that could fit the data of our observers would include an opponent signal. Opponency might occur before or after the SWS-cone gain control of Eq. (A5). Where the opponent activation is low, as in the data of Yeh et al., 2 2 the choice is not critical. However, when the opponent activation is high, as in the data of Miyahara et al., 4 9 the choice does become critical. In the data of Miyahara et al. 4 9 opponency appeared to be activated before the SWS-cone gain control. Furthermore, the opponency consisted of subtraction of the S cone trolands at the adapting chromaticity, SA, from the S cone troland measuring chromaticity: where G(IS -SAl) is the opponent gain term.
= K{(S -SA)/[1 + IR(L + M)]}[G(IS -SAl)],
Solving for AS, we obtain Eqs. (1) and (1'), where SO is a gain constant and we have changed the notation in Eqs. (A13) to reflect the suggestion that the gain control is operating on the opponent signal. According to Eq. (1), the shape of the templates is regulated by three terms. The first is a threshold for chromatic discrimination th, the second is a luminance gain control operating before opponency, and the third is an opponent gain control reflecting opponent activity around the adapting chromaticity SA-
LWS-and MWS-Cone Discriminations
For discriminations on the LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone excitation axis, the Boynton-Kambe data showed that discrimination for 578 nm approached Weber behavior near 1000 L cone Td. Yeh's data showed that LWS/(LWS + MWS)-cone discriminations for five wavelengths were parallel and approached a Weber region near her maximum luminance of 290 Td. At a fixed illuminance, Yeh's 22 data as a function of wavelength were V shaped, indicating activity at an opponent site.
We derived an equation to fit Yoh's 22 data by following a similar logical development to that detailed above for SWScone discriminations. The starting point is that first the LWS-and MWS-cone signals are subject to gain control, and then the scaled outputs are subtracted. This opponent difference then has its own gain control. In the case of LWS/(LWS + MWS) discriminations, the receptor adaptation appears to be at the adapting chromaticity, LA and MA, not the starting chromaticity, L and M. A further consideration is that at low luminances we expect that the signals generated in the LWS and MWS cones should be proportional to the quantal catch rate, not to the L and M cone trolands. The quantal catch rate for LWS and 
The threshold AL is given by Eq. (2), where the gain of the opponent signal is given by Eq. (2'). At absolute threshold, AL is Lth[lmaxmmax/(lmax + mmax)]. According to Eqs. (2) and (2'), the shape of the templates is regulated by three terms. The first is an absolute threshold for chromatic discrimination Lth, the second is a receptor gain control LR, determined by the adapting chromaticity and operating before opponency, and the third is an opponent gain control LPp, reflecting opponent activity around the adapting chromaticity LAAt higher luminance in the Weber region the gain functions G(LA) and G(MA) approach 1/LRLA and 1/LRMA, respectively, and the opponent signal is zero at the adapting chromaticity LA. Equations (2) and LPP is the gain term regulating the size of the opponent signal. This is a useful approximation for luminances near 100 Td or more in a constant luminance plane (see, e.g., Ref. 49 ).
